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Concept Based Questions
1. How many inches are in 1 foot?
a. 12
b. 10
c. 8
d. 5
2. 30+400+430+200=_____________
a. 1230
b. 1060
c. 1120
d.1000
3. ______comes just before 413
a. 412
b. 414
c. 415
d. 411
4. Which number is odd?
a.2
b. 678
c. 70
d. 171
5. In 289, the place value of 8 is ____________.
a. ones
b. tens
c. hundreds
d. thousands

Application Based Questions
6. Which is the costliest fruit?

a. Apple-80rs/kg
b. Orange-72rs/kg

c. Pineapple- 54rs/kg
d. Mango- 59rs/kg

7. How many seconds are there in 2 minutes?
a. 2
b. 60
c. 200
d. 120
8. 4 notes of 50rs = ___________
a.200rs
b.400rs
c.100rs
d.150rs
9. The price of 1 notebook is 150 so we can buy __________ notebooks in 900rs.

a. 8
b. 5
c. 6
d. 3
10. What is the missing number in this sequence: 12, 10, __, 6?
a. 8
b. 4
c.22
d. 2

HOTS Questions
11. Which solid figure is shaped like a can?
a.Cube

b. Cylinder
c. Globe

d.Triangle

12. Which symbol means that the quantities on both sides of it are the same?
a. Minus Sign
b. Equal Sign
c. Factor Sign
d. Plus Sign
13. What time is equal to twelve o'clock at night?

a. Midnight
b. Two-Thirty
c. Half Past Eight
d Four O’clock
14. How is the number 16 written as a Roman numeral?
a. XIIIIII
b.XVI
c. XIV
d. VVVI

15. What is a six-sided figure called?
a. Pentagon
b. Octagon
c. Heptagon
d. Hexagon

Value Based Questions
16. There are 3 sweets in one packet. How many sweets will be there in 9 packets?
a. 13
b.17
c. 23
d. 27
17. Which one of the following is correct?
a. 4+2 = 6
b. 4*2 = 6
c. 2*6 = 8
d. 6+2 = 12
18. Roy has 16 toy cars. If kate borrows 7 toy cars, how many toy cars will Roy left with?

a. 9
b. 8
c. 7
d. 11
19. Kia washed windows for 6 minutes. She then cleaned her room for 7 minutes. How much total time did she
spend doing her chores? __ minutes
a. 10 minutes
b. 13 minutes
c. 25 minutes
d. 35 minutes

20. Cabbages are 30rs/kg and potatoes are 20rs/kg. I bought 3kg cabbages and 2kg potatoes then in total how much
I have to pay?

a.213rs
b.130rs
c.141rs
d.63rs

